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The University of South Carolina

Roof
Razing the

Carolina Plaza to come down Sunday,
make way for new public health school
Gina Vasselli
STAFF WRITER

T

he Carolina Plaza will
end more than three
decades of service to USC
and Columbia when it is
imploded at 8 a.m Sunday.
Nine blocks will be
blocked off to traffic and the
public, but a public viewing
area for the demolition will
be in the Department of
Transportation parking lot
on the corner of Greene and
Lincoln streets.
Roadblocks will create a
one-block safety perimeter
around the Plaza, forming
a square with one corner at
Lincoln and Senate streets
and the opposite corner at
Greene and Main streets.
No vehicles or people are
allowed inside, said USC
spokesman Russ McKinney.
David
Griffin,
vice
president of construction
company D.H. Griffin,
estimated the roadblocks
would be lifted as early as 15
minutes after the implosion.
“I would perceive all
streets being open two to
three hours after,” Griffin

said.
D.H. Griffin was hired to
dismantle the former visitor
center for USC. D.H.
Griffin hired Demolition
Dynamics to design the
implosion, McKinney said.
The two companies have
worked on over 100 projects
together.
The demolition will cost
just under a million dollars,
said Delisa Clark, project
manager.
In addition, it will cost
about $250,000 to remove
the building’s asbestos.
Preparation
for
the
roadblocks begins Saturday
night by “bagging” all
area meters. Roads will
be blocked off at 7 a.m.
Sunday.
Cars parked in the
immediate vicinity of the
blast will be moved, said
Steven Pettigrew, operations
vice president of Demolition
Dynamics.
There will be a live
Webcast of the implosion
on the university’s Web
site. The camera will start
streaming at 7:45 a.m. and
end at 8:15 a.m.

Where it’s goin’ down
The State House
Senate St.

Key
Police roadblocks / checkpoints
Demolition Command Center

Pendleton St.

Aaron Brazier questions
some students missing
sarcasm all together;
Chase Stoudenmire
defends CP’s choice of
‘Real World’ event.

AAAS ● 2

Sumter St.

Viewpoints

from the event, led to the
organization’s inability of
being able to pay the step
show winners. Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity and Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority won
$1,000 prizes but have not
received the money.
The loan forgiveness
from the Senate Finance
Committee was a last resort
for AAAS, AAAS treasurer
LaTanya
Johnson
said
at Wednesday’s meeting.
Johnson, a second-year
history student, pleaded her
case in front of the Finance
Committee and said nothing
like this would happen again.
She said AAAS cancelled
their next step show and
would have only free events
from now on.
Johnson
cited
the
inexperience of the AAAS
officers and low income

Main St.

The
Senate
Finance
Committee forgave a $2,000
loan to the Association of
African American Students
on Wednesday to allow the
organization to pay prizes
for its November step show.
Committee
chairman
Chase
Stoudenmire,
a
second-year history student,
cast a tie-breaking vote after
a long debate.
“We felt it was in the
best interest for all parties
involved for us to forgive the
loan and use this as a lesson
and learning experience for
AAAS and all other student
organizations,” Stoudenmire
said.
Misunderstandings about
outside
bank
accounts
and how university funds
can be used, combined
with low revenue intake

Devine St.

Assembly St.

STAFF WRITER

Greene St.
Park St.

Lincoln St.

Monetary misunderstandings, low revenue
prevented frat from paying step show winners
Jess Davis

College St.

Courtesy of USC Archives

Senate forgives
AAAS loan

USC Horseshoe

Colonial Center

The Carolina Plaza stands
as the Carolina Inn hotel
in this undated archived
photograph.

Designated Public Viewing Area
No-entry zone
Best vantage points

When: Implosion is at 8 a.m.
Where: Best vantage points are
just outside the check points along
Assembly and Pendleton streets.

The
command
post,
where the three buttons
will be pressed to initiate
the implosion, is situated
in Damon’s Grill on Senate
Street.
Officials
from
D.H.
Griffin and Demolition
Dynamics estimate the total
time from beginning the
blast through the building’s
final collapse of the building
to be about 15 seconds.
Workers will then “start
dust cleanup 5 minutes after
it’s on the ground,” Griffin
said.
As soon as they get an
“all clear,” they will tighten
the perimeter of the safety
zone.
McKinney
said
the
building was originally built
as a hotel between 1972 and
1973.
“The building has had a lot
of usage by the university,”
said Joe Rogers, director
of Facilities Management.
“The decision (to implode
it) wasn’t easily arrived at.”
It is the building’s
unconventional construction
that contributed to the final
decision, McKinney said.
The cost of bringing the
building up to code for
university purposes would
be more expensive than
what the building is worth,
Rogers said.
“We decided the best
thing to do was to take it
down,” Rogers said.
Following the demolition,
the area will be used as a
lay down area for the new
university
construction
on College and Assembly
streets.
“Then it’ll be a parking

Source: Columbia Police Department
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Native American chief: Alaskan refuge drilling matter of ‘survival’
Jackie Alexander
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

For Americans, it’s a
matter of more oil or higher
gas prices. For a speaker
at the School of Law on
Wednesday, it’s a matter of
life and death.
Chief Joe Linklater of
the Vuntut Gwich’in First
Nation spoke to USC
students and the public
about
his
perspective
on drilling in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge,
or ANWR, in Alaska.
Linklater
said
the
Gwich’in,
a
Native
American tribe inhabiting
northern parts of Alaska
and western Canada, have
a deep relationship with
the caribou that goes back
thousands of years.
The Gwich’in rely on
the caribou as a source of
food and see it as part of
a fragile environmental
infrastructure,
Linklater
said.
That infrastructure is the
subject of controversy in
relation to a hotly contested
proposal from the Bush
administration to explore
oil reserves in ANWR.
While 2005 saw a bulk

Meg Gaillard / THE GAMECOCK

Chief Joe Linklater speaks Wednesday at the law school.
of the fight in the energy
and budget bills of the
U.S. House and Senate,
the potential for Congress
to approve drilling is still
possible.
With proposed drilling
in ANWR, Linklater said
the Gwich’in’s culture is
endangered. The mortality
rate for caribou would
increase, leading to the
death of other animals.
“If the number of caribou
falls below 100,000, the
numbers won’t go back
up,” Linklater said. “The
next to go are moose, then
small fur-bearing animals
and then the predators.”

“We have an obligation
to protect things that gives
us sustenance,” Linklater
said. “If we are not able to
maintain a healthy lifestyle,
then our culture dies.”
Linklater said the United
Nations has covenants that
state indigenous people
have the right to maintain
their subsistence.
“(Drilling in ANWR) is a
statement from the United
States that human rights
aren’t important,” Linklater
said.
He said the younger
generation of Gwich’in
have become leaders in
the fight to protect the

Sports

The Mix
Rock 101,
Rock Theory ...

Sign on the
dotted line

Marty Fort opened up
Columbia’s own school
of rock for artists
of any age.

Twenty-six football
recruits committed
with letters of intent
on Wednesday.

area. Many have spoken in
international conventions
about the issue, including
a protest last September
on the lawn of the U.S.
Capitol.
“The youth see their
future
in
jeopardy,”
Linklater said. “They are
becoming
more
aware
environmentally, politically
and culturally.”
Linklater said that after
10 years of drilling to reach
oil beneath the ice, the
supply would last only 200
days and reduce gas prices
by a penny.
“We
are
not
environmentalists
as
a
government,”
Linklater
said. “We are fighting this
issue for one reason and
one reason only: survival.”
Angela Viney, executive
director of the South
Carolina
Wildlife
Federation,
said
it’s
important for people to
learn about the area and
the potential problems.
“It’s important for people
to hear what could happen
to a very pristine area of
Alaska,” Viney said.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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Read online five days a week. Still cooler than ‘The Real World.’

HERE’S LOOKING AT CREW

SAT.

SUN.

MON.

TUE.

High 70
Low 52

High 57
Low 35

High 50
Low 30

High 54
Low 32

High 51
Low 30

TUESDAY, JAN. 31
Auto Break-in,
Larceny, 11 p.m.
1200 Catawba St.
The victim, 22, said
someone pried open the
passenger-side door and
removed a Pioneer P2550 CD player with a
remote, 42 CDs and $75
in U.S. currency.
Estimated value: $745
Reporting Officer:
R. Baker

TODAY
Theatre South Carolina
presents “The Country
Wife”: 8 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday; 3 p.m.
Sunday
SATURDAY
Student
Leadership
Training Conference: 9 a.m.
Russell House lobby
SUNDAY
Carolina Plaza implosion
8 a.m. Pendleton and
Assembly streets
USC Opera Presents: 3
p.m. School of Music 206

WEDNESDAY,
FEB. 1
Malicious injury
to real property, 7 a.m.
Card Access Gate,
Bull Street Garage
The
complainant
observed gate damage
after being notified by
dispatch.
Estimated value: $250
Reporting Officer:
S. Wilcox

AAAS ● CONTINUED FROM 1

Simple assault
and battery;

PLAZA ● CONTINUED FROM 1

Meg Gaillard / THE GAMECOCK

Craig Stover, left a third-year engineering student and president of Carolina Crew,
talks with Joshua Geiger, a third-year mechanical engineering student, at Wednesday’s
organization fair. The fair is held every fall and spring semester on Greene Street.

State

Nation

World

Veteran news anchor
announces retirement

Ohio representative
new majority leader

Religious caricatures
offend some Muslims

Susan Aude, a news anchor
and reporter for WIS-TV
for 27 years, announced her
retirement Thursday.
Aude, who has used
a wheelchair since an
automobile accident her
junior year in college, said
she is retiring because of
health
concerns.
Aude
has been off the air for six
months, recovering from a
serious hip fracture.
“It’s time to slow down a
bit and make staying healthy
a priority. So it’s time to hang
up the ol’ microphone,” she
said.
Aude worked her entire
career at WIS and began as
a weekend weather anchor
shortly after graduating
from the University of South
Carolina in 1978.

WASHINGTON — Rep. John
Boehner of Ohio won the
election for House majority
leader, promising a steady
hand and a helping of reform
for Republicans staggered by
election-year scandal.
Boehner, who replaces
indicted Rep. Tom DeLay of
Texas, said the GOP “must
act swiftly to restore the trust
between Congress and the
American people.”
He defeated Rep. Roy
Blunt of Missouri on a
vote of 122-109 by House
Republicans after trailing in
an inconclusive first round.
Boehner’s first challenge
will be to work with the rank
and file to find consensus on
legislation designed to curtail
the influence of lobbyists in
Congress.

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip
— Armed militants angered
by a cartoon drawing of
the Prophet Muhammad
published
in
European
newspapers surrounded EU
offices in Gaza on Thursday
and threatened to kidnap
foreigners as outrage over
the caricatures spread across
the Islamic world.
More than 300 students
demonstrated in Pakistan,
chanting “Death to France!”
and “Death to Denmark!”
Other protests were held in
Syria and Lebanon.
Officials in Afghanistan,
Iran
and
Indonesia
condemned the publication.
In Paris, the daily France
Soir fired its managing editor
after it ran the caricatures
Wednesday.

lot until the university
builds something,” Clark
said.
The implosion will be
the culmination of more
than 10,000 man-hours
since September, Griffin
said.
The original contractor
for what was then called the
Carolina Inn was McCrory
Sumwalt Construction Co.,
Inc.
According to The State
newspaper, the 155,041square-foot,
14-floor
building was built by IrvinFuller Development Co.
The building was home
to politicians, such as
Strom Thurmond, who
were regulars there in the
1980s.
The
building
was
acquired by Radisson and
brought up to the hotel
chain’s standards with a
$2 million renovation, and
it became known as the
Radisson.
In
1989,
another
company
bought
the
majority of the share of the
hotel, and remained the
Radisson until it was closed
Oct. 3, 1990.
It closed because of a
bank decision to close the
hotel. The closure was so
sudden that there were still
guests being signed into
their rooms that day.
In October 1991, the
federal government had

Auto-tampering,
12:55 a.m.
Bates House,
1423 Whaley St.
The victim, 18, said an
unknown male forced his
way into a room against
witness’s restraint and
struck the victim with
a closed fist on the left
cheek. The victim will be
pressing charges.
Estimated value: $25
Reporting Officer:
S. Wilcox, B. Baker
Larceny of Parking
Meter, 1:20 p.m.
1501 Pendleton St.
The
complainant
discovered a parking
meter had been removed
from a space. Someone
removed the meter by
using some sort of cutting
tool to cut the meter from
the pole.
Estimated value: $200
Reporting Officer:
Lt. P.I. Jones

agreed to sell the Plaza to
USC for $3.95 million. It
was called a “heck of a deal”
by R.W. “Pete” Denton,
who was the university’s top
financial officer, according
to The State.
That price would near
$4 million with asbestos
abatement factored in.
The State Budget and
Control Board officially
approved the building on
Feb. 12, 1992. The building
was purchased from the
Resolution Trust Corp.,
an agency that disposes
of failed savings and loan
property.
The school paid $5.7
million for the property.
On June 1, 1995, it
was announced that the
State
Legislature
and
the lieutenant governor’s
office would operate in the
plaza for 30 months while
renovations on the State
House were done. The last
gavel fell in the Plaza on
June 17, 1998.
The building was then
used by the university for a
visitor’s center office space
until the decision was made
to demolish it “a year or so
ago,” McKinney said.
This is the first building
that has been imploded in
Columbia since the Wade
Hampton building on
Main Street more than 20
years ago.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

And study abroad means the University Studies Abroad
Consortium where you can choose from 25 countries. Come
soak up the vibrant culture and be transformed by the experience.
We offer personalized attention from start to finish.

& Spain
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Cost
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• Summer, semester and yearlong programs
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Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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CRIME REPORT

USC

from the event for
the mix-up. They did
not know that after a
revenue-earning
event
an organization must
pay back student activity
fees, Johnson said, and
because of low turnout,
the organization did not
have enough money to
pay student activity fees
and the prize money for
the step show teams.
If the organizations
were not repaid, it would
permanently
damage
relations
among
the
National
PanHellenic
Council fraternities and
sororities and AAAS,
Johnson said.
“It’s
all
just
a
misunderstanding,” AAAS
President Jamie Downs
said. “We thought USC
was going to pay the
awards.”
Downs, a third-year
advertising student, said
the Greek organizations
involved were patient in
waiting for their money,
but aggressive in wanting
to find out why they
hadn’t been paid.
“It’s been such a hassle,”
Zeta Phi Beta President
Kandice Smith said. The
sorority has been trying
to get the money and was
forced to change one of its
scheduled events because
they included the $1,000
prize in this semester’s
budget, Smith said.
“I think AAAS should
revise their procedure for
paying their participants,”
said Smith, a December
graduate, suggesting the
organization set aside
prize money before an
event.

Weather Forecast

A USAC representative may be coming to campus.
Visit usac.unr.edu for exact dates and locations.
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High-heeled
shackers can
forget grungy
walk of shame
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IN OUR OPINION

Implosion represents
step forward for USC
At 8 a.m. Sunday, Carolina Plaza — USC’s former
Visitor Center and hotel — will be blown to bits with
500 pounds of dynamite.
Aside from likely being a grade-A fireworks display,
the implosion at the corner of Assembly and Pendleton
streets will signify the importance of looking ahead
by clearing away the past. The new, improved USC
is slowly emerging, making way for the research
beacon Innovista and the new Arnold School of Public
Health.
After months of skipping over the mind-numbing
“building cam” video on
Gamecock Cable channel
Let’s not go crazy
20, you’ll finally have a
and pull down
reason to watch. It will be
few seconds.
Melton Observatory a riveting
Kudos to those in charge
to make way for a for imploding a building
that many of us have
tiny research nook. never been in and scarcely
care about. It’s been an
ugly — dare we say fugly — eyesore for quite a while.
Columbia’s skyline should reflect that this is, actually,
a college town — and that that college has much to do
with the city’s identity.
The University of Texas Tower stretches 30 stories
into the Austin sky, according to UT’s Web site. When
tourists point and ask questions, the answers always
point to the university. We need that kind of instant
recognition — maybe not with sheer height, but with a
certain futuristic panache.
Williams-Brice Stadium almost works; the Coker
Life Sciences Building comes close. But it’s buildings
such as the Strom — state-of-the-art facilities with a
flair for the future — that will show passers-by we’re
growing into a major educational powerhouse. Almost
no one will be able to touch our undergraduate research
program, and shiny new buildings must come with the
territory.
And there’s nothing wrong with older, historic
buildings and our campus’ bucolic charm. Let’s not go
crazy and pull down Melton Observatory to make way
for a tiny research nook. USC should — and almost
always has — keep its eye on an ambitious future while
remembering its humble past.

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
Voice your opinion on message
boards at www.dailygamecock.com
or send letters to the editor at
gamecockopinions@gwm.sc.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at gamecockopinions@gwm.sc.edu
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Sarcasm: oﬀensive form of communication?
Don’t take everything
literally — some irony
makes things better
Many things happen
over the course of a week.
There’s stuff like news,
opinions,
sports
and
people buying stuff. Most
of it filters in through our
minds. And then it filters
out more quickly than an
unwanted question in the
president’s mind. Some
stuff actually lodges in our
brains, though.
Perhaps you saw a
gorgeous person. Perhaps
you had an awesome
workout session. Maybe
some idiot behind you
made a comment about
hives being contracted
from bees. I don’t know.
And frankly, I don’t care,
because what happened to
me was a whole lot more
funny.
Now, let me give some
background. Sarcasm is
a form of irony used for
comedic purposes. If I
say, “Wow, that Democrat
seems like he has good
plans for the economy”
you should know that I’m
being bitterly sarcastic.
After all, everyone knows
Republicans and Democrats

are as capable
of governing
as my nonexistent pet
rabbit.
Given this
context,
a
AARON
phone
call
BRAZIER
was
made
Fourth-year
to
The
philosophy
Gamecock
student
about one of
our articles. The sarcasm
in this article was obvious
and heavy. It was so heavy
that I could barely lift my
desktop to read it. Well,
that was probably because
desktops are heavy, but you
see my point.
Sometimes we column
writers use humor, such as
a pun or play on words, to
convey a point.
Is rap music like politics?
No! Despite any of our
columnist’s
opinions,
they’re totally different.
One
features
violent,
opinionated folk putting
on a facade of strength to
intimidate other people,
and the other is rap music.
So this comment (which
cannot be printed because
of its sheer stupidity) forced
me into uncomfortable
waters. The battle in my
soul, the metaphysical
divide of my heart, was

whether I hated or pitied
the person.
It was that stupid.
The Apocalypse was
canceled because, as Satan
said, “It’s just not worth it
right now.” It was the kind
of comment that destroyed
worlds.
And
this
worlddestroying
complaint
was
based
on
a
misunderstanding
of
sarcasm.
Not
subtle
sarcasm like the kind I get
away with all the time (it’s
cool having a southern/
English accent). I’m talking
about hammer-in-the head
sarcasm.
The victim of this story
is you — the common
student. You got burned.
Right now, someone out
there hates all that is funny
and intelligent and decent
in the world. This person
probably thinks Monty
Python is bourgeoisie and
“Chappelle’s Show” is
tacky.
We think terrorism is
bad, but this nightmare
strikes at the heart and
soul of everyone in the
world. Somebody has got
to put a stop to the pain.
But does anybody have the
emotional strength to fight
such immense crappiness?

Buﬀoons aside, students want ‘Real World’
Carolina Productions
inhibited by policies,
most popular choices
I had planned for this
week a column highlighting
my
gross
domestic
incompetence and my
trials and tribulations as
a young man attempting
to successfully navigate a
kitchen for the first time
without the help of his
mother. Alas, recent events
have prompted me to ditch
that column at the last
minute and write this one
instead.
Monday’s staff editorial
in The Gamecock was
probably the best one I’ve
seen as a student here.
I am one of those people
who has gone to see
“Brokeback
Mountain.”
And, as of yet, I have not
started
propositioning
every guy I see to leave his
wife, hop in my truck and
head off to the scenic and
conveniently secluded hills
of Wyoming.
Wednesday
morning,
I cracked open The
Gamecock to find yet
another editorial that I’ve
taken a special interest in.
In case you weren’t aware,
five members of “The

Real World:
A u s t i n ”
cast
were
welcomed
on
campus
last
night
by Carolina
CHASE
STOUDENMIRE Productions
for a lecture
Second-year
and
Q&A
history
s e s s i o n
student
about
their
experiences on the show.
The editorial points out
— quite legitimately in
my opinion — that “The
Real World” stars carry
about the same merit as
lecturers that giraffes carry
as convenient household
pets.
I was a member of the
10-student executive board
that voted to bring this
group to campus.
Allow me to explain why
we did. We were aiming
to bring a recognizable
personality to campus early
in February. We actually
considered Al Franken, but
that idea was quickly shot
down simply because he
doesn’t quite have enough
sex appeal to attract the
audience we were shooting
for.
We then considered
former President Bill
Clinton,
but
quickly

dropped that idea upon
realizing that he carries far
too much sex appeal for
our target audience.
We were stuck. Luckily,
an idea we had looked
into earlier in the year
resurfaced at the perfect
moment, inspiring us to
decide on the “The Real
World” — a petting zoo.
How cool would it be if
Carolina Productions could
bring exotic creatures such
as llamas, orangutans and
penguins to the Russell
House and give them free
roam so that students could
interact with them? Pretty
frickin’ cool!
Remembering how many
rules and policies that
would violate, we settled on
the next best thing: “The
Real World” cast. Equally
novelistic,
relatively
animalistic behavior, yet
potty-trained.
Of course, I made all
that up. But this I swear is
true: MTV sucks. These
shows, to a certain degree,
make me lose all faith in
humanity. Either way,
year after year, people
watch them. Students
will continue to enjoy
seeing them, and Carolina
Productions will continue
to justifiably bring them.

Imagine, if you will, a
beautiful morning at USC
— birds are chirping, leaf
blowers
are
screaming
and a girl
wearing high
heels and last
night’s makeup
is
sneaking
back into her
JOSEPH
dorm.
She’s
REESE
an interesting
Third-year
specimen I like
fashion merto call “The
chandising
student
Shacker.”
These ladies of the night
are so concerned about their
studies that they end up
falling asleep at a classmate’s
apartment. Just for the sake
of fun we’ll go ahead and
believe that story. What
these shackers are doing the
night before their walk home
is not the root of my point.
My concern is that these
poor scholastic-driven girls
are given a bad reputation.
For example, if you pass
a girl on the way to your 8
a.m. class who is wearing
a very small skirt and even
smaller tube top, you have to
wonder if she really thinks
she’s fooling anyone. She’s
not.
This is terribly unfair.
Guys can go out at night and
wear what they wore to class
that day and just happen to
“forget to change” the next
day. There needs to be a
change, some help for these
poor girls in distress when
they wake up and realize they
have to go home in the same
outfit as the night before.
The university puts a lot
of money into a lot of very
useful things — like large
maps to help those who are
unfamiliar with campus find
every female dorm within a
two block radius — so why
not put some into a fund
for shackers? Sounds crazy,
I know, but hear me out.
What if, while getting a tour
of our beautiful campus,
a
prospective
student’s
mother saw one of these
ladies stumble up the steps
to Moore dorm? I only have
the university’s best interests
in mind here, honestly.
With a shaker fund we can
do great things for these ladies
who forget to bring their
own shack-pack with them
the night before. It would be
like one of those glass cases
with a hammer next to it that
would read, “BREAK IN
CASE OF EMERGENCY
SHACK.” Inside would be
a bag full of items necessary
to make the commute back
home a pleasant one. There
would be a hair-tie, makeup
remover, a T-shirt with “I
slept over in McBryde and
all I got was this lousy shirt”
printed on it — hey you
aren’t getting out of it that
easy — flip-flops and some
soffe shorts. Granted, it’s not
the most glamorous outfit in
the world, but we’re low on
funding as it is, and it’s a hell
of a lot better than a twisted
ankle and smeared makeup.

Submission policy
Letters to the editor should be
less than 300 words and include
name, phone number, professional title or year and major, if a
student. E-mail letters to gamecockopinions@gwm.sc.edu. Letters will be edited. Anonymous
letters will not be published. Call
the newsroom at 777-7726 for
more information.
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ROCK

About a month ago, Marty
Fort opened Columbia’s
first music school entirely
dedicated to the
teaching of
rock ‘n’ roll.
His
school, the

Tim McManus / THE GAMECOCK

Columbia Rock Academy owner Marty Fort
helps students of all ages learn to jam.

Columbia
R o c k
Academy,
strives to teach
its students what
they would need
to get on stage and
perform in a rock
band.
“We’re here to try to get
people from the practice
room to the stage,” Fort said.
Fort
described
the
academy’s
method
of
teaching as first getting the
students to be competent on
their instruments, and once
they’re ready, practicing
with a full band.
“We take beginners and
we get them ready to play
with people,” Fort said.
Their practice regimen
eventually leads to what Fort
calls a “rock recital.”
“It’s a lot like a show
you’d go see,” said Fort. He
said the recitals will feature
the bands that have been
harnessing their skill at the
academy, and they will each
perform eight cover songs.
The recitals are scheduled
twice a year.
Fort also has plans of
releasing a compilation
album featuring the best
Columbia Rock Academy
bands every year, no matter

what their age group.
Fort says the academy
has a wide range of student
ages.
“From 10 to 60,” he said.
One of the older students
is 55-year-old bassist Chip
Brown, who calls the academy
“very enlightening.”
“I picked up the bass
almost 3 weeks ago,” Brown
told The Gamecock in a
telephone interview, “and
last Sunday we put an
impromptu band together
with students, and I played
bass on three songs.”
Brown
says
Fort’s
instruction is very effective.
“He has a good method,”
said Brown. “30 minutes of
theory and a half-hour of
playing the songs.”
Brown said this keeps him
from getting bored, and that
“you actually have the time
to play the songs.”
“It amazed me at the first
lesson,” Brown said. “I was
able to do it and Marty is
very gifted.”
Fort said the Columbia
Rock Academy started as an
offshoot of the Columbia
Guitar Academy, the threeyear-old guitar school also
owned by Fort.
He described the guitar
academy as focusing more
on solo styling rather than
performing in a band.
“Some people do classical
guitar or jazz guitar or folk
guitar,” he said.
Fort said the Columbia
Rock Academy teaches four
instruments: guitar, drums,
bass and keyboards. He also
said the academy has a staff of
five teachers, each teaching
their specialty instrument.
While some people can

learn to be rock musicians
on their own, Fort said,
“This school is for people
who need a little help.”
And even for musicians
who can do a lot on their
own, he said, “There’s always
more to learn.”
“Everybody
can
get
better,” he added.
He mentioned several
local artists, including one
who’s left for New York,
by name, but he asked that
The Gamecock not use their
names.
Fort said the Columbia
Rock Academy is sometimes
compared to the movie
“School of Rock” starring
Jack Black.
“The school in the movie
was
anti-classical
and
anti-jazz,” he said, unlike
the academy. “But the
comparison is fine.”
He also pointed out that
the students in the movie
were all children, while the
academy accepts students of
all ages.
In addition to his duties
at the two academies, Fort
teaches recording at Midlands
Tech and plays guitar in the
local band Entreat.
The Columbia Rock
Academy
gives
lessons
year-round and offers its
services to students age 7
and up. They are located at
207 S. Prospect St., just off
Rosewood Drive, and can
be reached by phone at 803787-0150 and via e-mail at
info@columbiarockacademy.
com. Their Web site can
be visited at http://www.
columbiarockacademy.com.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu

TONIGHT AT THE

Movies
“Annapolis”
★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Marjorie Riddle
STAFF WRITER

“Annapolis” is a runof-the-mill military film
that offers nothing new or
special with its storyline of a
hardheaded rookie clashing
with a seasoned veteran.
James Franco is Jake
Huard, a working-class kid
from the shipyard across the
harbor who gets into the
Annapolis Naval Academy
despite his inexperience and
egotism.
The movie takes the
audience
through
the
rigorous physical training
and
tough
academic
expectations the freshmen
“plebes” endure. Huard
clashes with Midshipman
Lt. Cole from the very
beginning, who holds the
officers-in-training to almost
unreasonable standards.
The plot diverts to boxing
and sets Huard against Cole
in a mock match. Huard
gets his butt kicked but is
inspired to rematch Cole in
the upcoming Navy Boxing
Brigade Championships. Lt.
Cmdr. Burton, the officer
who helped Huard get into
the academy, and Cmdr.
Ali, a female officer Huard

is romantically interested
in, help to train him for the
boxing events.
While training and finally
asking for help, Huard’s
character supposedly grows
as he forges relationships
with his classmates and relies
on his superiors. Regardless
of whether he wins or loses
to Cole, Huard learns that
the result doesn’t matter;
it’s the journey that counts.
The ending is corny and
overly sentimental. The only
thing missing was cheesy,
inspirational
background
music. The film is not
necessarily
disappointing,
but it isn’t very far from it.
The
trailers
for
“Annapolis” present a story
of a boy who gets into
Annapolis and has to prove
to himself he can become
an officer. While there
are elements present that
support this in the film, the
trailer doesn’t even mention
the boxing, which becomes
the main theme of the entire
second half.
Cole is presented as a
challenging leader who
“sees something of himself
in Huard,” but that line in
the trailer is absent from
the film. Cole appears to
be an egotistical jerk who
wants to tear down an
equally egotistical student

Special to THE GAMECOCK

Naval academy cadets are closely watched by superiors during drills in “Annapolis.”
The film follows a young student officer who struggles to prove his grit and potential.
officer; he never seems to
genuinely care about Huard
except to downplay an
offense that keeps Huard
from being expelled. The
audience never sees Huard
from Cole’s point of view,
and this makes Cole an
unrightfully unsympathetic
character. This omitted
representation detracts from
the film’s overall tone.
All of the characters
are two-dimensional. They
explain changes they go
through, but the audience
never really sees those
changes for themselves.
Huard is supposed to grow
and evolve, and while he
learns to ask for help, he
still seems overly cocky
and independent. Cole
doesn’t tell anyone what

he really thinks of Huard
or the other soldiers
— he is tight-lipped and
despised. While Huard
and Cole share a moment
in the conclusion, it feels
unnatural and even forced;
their relationship doesn’t
properly evolve.
The relationship between
Cmdr. Ali and Huard feels
fabricated from the time they
first meet. They supposedly
have an implied chemistry,
but it’s not believable. It is
entertaining that they meet
in a bar the night before
Huard’s training begins.
He hits on her and then
embarrasses himself when
he meets her in training the
next day, but viewers can
get that chuckle from the
trailer.

Franco, Jordana Brewster,
Donnie Wahlberg and Tyrese
Gibson’s performances are
average at best. Franco’s
stern/stubborn/pissed
off
expression rarely changes;
Brewster as Cmdr. Ali is
cutesy
but
predictable;
Wahlberg plays menial
roles such as Lt. Cmdr.
Burton often and is quite
forgettable; and Gibson as
Lt. Cole is menacing and
downright cruel, but doesn’t
stand out.
The best story this
movie has to tell is in the
trailer, and it’s one that
deviates from the actual
film. Nothing is memorable
about “Annapolis.” Perhaps
audiences
should
see
something
more
“seeworthy.”

THIS WEEK IN

Music

“Feels”
Animal Collective
★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Aaron Dallin
THE GAMECOCK

Animal
Collective
is not your everyday
music group.
They
have unusual vocals
and organic-sounding
electronics that make
you feel like you’re
in the forest of an
alien planet. And with
extremely busy and
cluttered soundscapes,
overtones
of
psychedelica and folk,
and sheer experimental
bravery, this Brooklynborn avant-garde artrock experiment creates
songs that sound not
quite like anything
you’ve heard before.
No song on their
nine-track collection
“Feels” is predictable
and Animal Collective
keeps
it
original
throughout.
The vocals of Avey
Tare (Dave Portner)
and Deaken (Josh
Dibb) are brilliantly
exploratory, and the
band daringly maps
out uncharted territory
with their vocal sound
and
overlapping.
Some of the vocals are
very subtle, and they
integrate and become
assimilated so well with
the oceanic, consuming,
atmospheric and mindshattering electronic
creations of Geologist
(Brian Weitz) that if
you don’t listen closely
you’ll miss some of the
most creative vocals on
the album. The drum
beats, brought to you
by Panda Bear (Noah
Lennox), are fairly
simple and nothing
particularly
special.
Lennox is a talented
musician and singer/
songwriter in his own
right, which is evident
in his solo album
“Young Prayer,” but it
is brutally apparent that
his drumming approach
in Animal Collective is
minimalist.
It may be difficult
to compare Animal
Collective to other
bands, and it is a
challenge to pinpoint
their influences. They
seem to be something
like Radiohead, Doves
and Modest Mouse
rolled into one, but
more
experimental.
Add Mike Patton,
Fantomas, Bill Laswell
and the Secret Chiefs 3
(but less experimental),
and you’ll be somewhere
in the vicinity of the
universe that is Animal
Collective.
The band’s album
productions tend to
lean toward pop. The
roots of many of their
loyal fans come from
their attendance at
live improv-jam shows
that first began in
New York City more
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CROSSWORD

Quigmans ◆ By Buddy Hickerson

SOLUTIONS AT
BOTTOM OF
PAGE

Scene @ USC
TODAY:
TEN MISSING DAYS, THE
LETTER RED, CAMBRIDGE,
MERIDIAN AND MAYCOMB:
5 p.m. New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. $5 over
21, $7 under.
“BOY CALLED TWIST”: 7,
9:15 p.m. Nickelodeon
Theatre, 937 Main St.
$5.50 with student ID.
“CORPSE BRIDE”: 8 p.m.
Russell House Theatre.

Hot Lava Monster

Saturday:
HOT LAVA MONSTER: 8
p.m. Headliners, 700 Gervais St. $6, all ages.
JORDAN ALEXANDER, DEVON
VLCEK: 9 p.m. Jammin’
Java. No cover, all ages.
“BOY CALLED TWIST”: 3,
7, 9:15 p.m. Nickelodeon
Theatre. $5.00 matinee,
$5.50 evening with student
ID.
THROTTLEROD, MOTH, HOW
TO VANISH: until 2 a.m. Art
Bar, 1211 Park St. $3 cover.

Solutions

5

“CORPSE BRIDE”: 8 p.m.
Russell House Theatre.
SUNDAY:
“BOY CALLED TWIST”: 7,

9:15 p.m. Nickelodeon
Theatre. $5.50 with student
ID.
“CORPSE BRIDE”: 3 p.m.
Russell House Theatre.

A College Girl Named Joe ◆ By Aaron Warner

HOROSCOPES
ARIES An amazing, almost
miraculous
development
takes place. You and your
team advance even farther
than you thought possible.
TAURUS Good news from
far away gives you hope,
and that’s very important.
It’s what you’ve already
done that brings success.
GEMINI Most of the hassles
are behind you now, for a
while. A venture into unfamiliar territory will be
fun. Take along a friend.
CANCER Most of the hassles
are behind you now, for a
while. A venture into unfamiliar territory will be
fun. Take along a friend.

LEO Work’s becoming easier
and more fun, and not a moment too soon. You’re still
lucky, too — earlier is better.
VIRGO You’re still too busy,
and you’re not getting paid
as much as you’re worth.
This is a temporary condition. Don’t worry about it.
LIBRA Ask the difficult questions now. You might as well
know the truth. Keep asking
until you’re sure you do.
SCORPIO You can bring
in more money now, and
you can cut your costs by
doing more of the work
yourself. You can have
what you want, eventually.
SAGGITARIUS You’re gaining

confidence and status due to
your own thorough research.
You get the facts and others appreciate your efforts.
CAPRICORN You’re just
as cute as a button, and
you’re getting even cuter.
For the next several weeks,
you’ll be able to charm
the paint off the walls.
AQUARIUS Don’t brag. That
never will be cool, or necessary. Let your growing
proficiency speak for you.
PISCES Stay steady on
the course you’ve set.
Don’t let yourself be distracted. You can make
big bucks now, but only
if you meet the deadline.

FEELS ● CONTINUED FROM 4

be accurately described as
being of concrete structure.
Imagine
a
modern
expressionist painting of a
paddleboat with an alien
passenger floating down a
stream, hanging on the wall
of an artistic hipster’s living
room, and you may get
somewhat of a feel for the
essence of this band’s songs.
Pick up Animal Collective’s

“Feels” if you’re looking
for something creative and
different to listen to. Their
experimental/psychedelic
/indie/folk/art-rock is sure
to please anyone looking
for something original and
eccentric to add to their
music collection.

than five years ago. What
many don’t know, though,
is that the members of
Animal Collective have all
been recording music since
a young age. Structured
songwriting isn’t new to
any of these guys, though
the essence of Animal
Collective’s songs could

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu
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Signing on

Katie Kirkland / THE GAMECOCK

USC guard Tarence Kinsey leads the Gamecocks into
Fayetteville, Ark., on Saturday to take on Arkansas.

Gamecocks look
to rebound from
loss to Tennessee
USC hoping for complete game as
it searches for 3rd conference win
Brent Greenberg
THE GAMECOCK

The
USC
men’s
basketball team will try to
rebound from a lackluster
performance
against
Tennessee as they travel
to Fayetteville, Ark., to
take on the Razorbacks on
Saturday.
In
Knoxville,
the
Gamecocks managed to
keep the score close for the
majority of the game, but
the Volunteers pulled away
late to win 81-65.
The
loss
dropped
Carolina to 11-9 overall
and 2-5 in the SEC. Once
again, the Gamecocks could
not keep up their steady
play for a full forty minutes
as they let an early lead

slip away. They also held
double-digit leads in games
against Kentucky and their
first meeting with the
Volunteers. In each contest,
Carolina came up short.
The Razorbacks are
14-6 overall and 3-4 in
the SEC, and are led by
the SEC’s leading scorer,
Ronnie Brewer. Like the
Gamecocks, Arkansas has
had trouble maintaining a
lead and has suffered a few
second half meltdowns. The
Razorbacks led by as many
as 18 against Kentucky
earlier this week, only to
see the Wildcats storm back
to snatch a 78-76 victory.
Earlier in the year, they also
lost a close overtime game

HOOPS ● 7
Kathleen Flynn / The Associated Press

Age of 30 no handicap
for talented Tiger Woods
Age not an issue for
golfers as it is for other
professional athletes
Two lines come to my
mind when considering
the current
state of Tiger
W o o d s ’
career as a
professional
golfer.
“Still it’s a
real good bet, TODD
the best is GREEN
yet to come.” Sports and
—
Frank entertainment
Sinatra.
management
“It is not the graduate
end. It is not student
the beginning of the end. It
is the end of the beginning.”
— spoken by Sherman the
robot in the obscure 1989
Kris Kristofferson film
“Millennium.”
Tiger Woods won the
Buick Invitational last
Sunday - his first tournament

Future USC offensive lineman Seaver Brown signs his intention to play for the Gamecocks next fall as his mother
looks on. Steve Spurrier’s 26 signees include four four-star recruits, vaulting the class into Rivals.com’s top 25.

Spurrier stocks line
on both sides as
recruiting season ends

of 2006 — by defeating Jose
Maria Olazabal and Nathan
Green in a playoff. Winning
tournaments has become
so commonplace for Tiger
Woods that it’s almost not
even newsworthy. What
makes this win special for
Woods is that it is his first
since having turned 30
years old.
In most professional
sports, turning 30 signifies
the beginning of the end of
the careers of most athletes.
NFL running backs take
such a beating that they are
lucky to even still be playing
by the time they turn 30.
Athletes who are over 30
have a stigma attached to
them. They are perceived
as having lost a step or two.
But professional golf is
different in that it’s thought
that most golfers don’t reach
the top of their game until

USC
wrapped
up
a recruiting class on
Wednesday that is low on
glamour, but high on need.
There were no last-minute
surprises as there were
last year — the 2005 class
that was stocked with wide
receivers and quarterbacks
received much more hype
than this year’s class of
mostly lineman.
That is unlikely to worry
USC coach Steve Spurrier
as the main needs of his
team, most notably along
the offensive and defensive
lines, were addressed.
“We believe it is a very
similar recruiting class to last
year. You never know until
about five years from now,”

GREEN ● 7
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2006 USC SIGNEES
NAME

POSITION

NAME

POSITION

Garret Anderson

OL

Clark Gaston

Pierre Andrews

OL

Chris Hail

DB/WR

Heath Batchelor

OL

Jarriel King

DL

Casper Brinkley

LB

Captain Munnerlyn DB/WR

Ryan Broadhead

OL

Eric Norwood

TE/DE

Moe Brown

WR

Rodney Paulk

LB

Seaver Brown

OL

Nick Prochak

ATH

Terrence Campbell

DL

Vandaral Shackleford

LB

Emanuel Cook

RB

Chris Smelley

QB

Hutch Eckerson

OL

Darian Stewart

DB

Kenrick Ellis

DL

Kevin Young

OL

FB

Stephen Fastenau
SPORTS EDITOR
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Women hit the road to take on Bulldogs
From staff reports
USC’s women’s basketball
team looks to feed off a little
momentum when they travel
to Starkville, Miss., to take
on the Lady Bulldogs on
Sunday. After losing its first
four SEC games, Carolina
has won two of its last three
games.
Mississippi State has lost
its last six games, and is
winless since topping in-state
rival Ole Miss in Oxford Jan.
8. The Lady Bulldogs are led
by Robin Porter, a freshman
guard from Abbeville, Ala.
Porter is the only player on
MSU’s team in double digits,
as she’s averaging 10.4 points
per game.
Sunday’s game against the
USC will begin a four-game
home streak for MSU.
The Gamecocks play three
of their next four games on
the road before finishing
with three home games to
finish the regular season.
USC guard Stacy Booker
leads
the
Gamecocks,
averaging just more than 10
points a game. Forward Iva
Sliskovic is averaging eight
points and six rebounds a
game.
Nick Esares / THE GAMECOCK

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocksports@gwm.sc.edu

GREEN ● CONTINUED FROM 6
they’re in their early to midthirties. Jack Nicklaus won
38 tournaments, including
eight majors, in his thirties.
Arnold Palmer won 44
tournaments and six majors
while in his thirties, as well.
Winning tournament golf
is unique from other sports
because there are many more
variables involved. Distance,
accuracy, putting and focus
are just a few of the skills a
golfer must master to win.
The biggest factor may be
how well a golfer is able to
handle the pressure. In the
history of professional golf,
this skill has most often come
through experience.
Tiger Woods has been
handling pressure since he
was 4 years old. As a child
prodigy, he was constantly in
the spotlight for his ability
to make impossible shots,

USC forward Lakesha Tolliver is fouled on a shot attempt against Arkansas on Sunday.
Coach Susan Walvius and the Gamecocks are looking for their third win in four games.

defeating golfers more than
twice his age. He won at every
stage, as a junior, collegiate
and amateur player.
Woods
won
46
tournaments, ten majors
and over $50 million while
in his twenties. If that was
just a preview of what can
be expected of him over the
next ten years, Woods could
shatter every record in golf.
When 21-year-old Woods
exploded onto the scene by
winning the Masters in 1997,
it sent shockwaves across
the world of golf. Suddenly,
a sport that had always
been seen as an upper-class
hobby became a mainstream
phenomenon.
Today,
golfers
train
for hours on end. Lifting
weights, running, eating
healthy and having a private
instructor are all key to
success in professional golf.
Golf courses all over the

country are being lengthened
due to the amazing driving
distances achieved by today’s
players, a process called
“tiger-proofing.” All of this is
a testament to Tiger Woods’
impact on the sport.
Of all the up-and-coming
golfers trying to turn
themselves into the next
Tiger Woods, none have
shown the mental fortitude it
takes to become a champion
like him. Some can put more
distance on the ball and
some are more accurate with
the putter, but none have the
ability to inflict absolute fear
into the competition the way
that Woods does.
30-year-old Tiger Woods
has already left a giant
footprint on the game of
golf. One can only imagine
what will happen now that
he’s entered his prime. As
“Ol’ Blue Eyes” said, the
best is yet to come.

HOOPS ● CONTINUED FROM 6
with Alabama 78-75.
“We have to get ready to
play on Saturday and fight
for a win,” said Arkansas
coach Stan Heath. “We have
to create our own breaks and
get to the point where we’re
greedy with a lead.”
Carolina will try to
rebound from their bitter
road loss, but they will

7
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Gamecocks signed just
one running back, one
quarterback, and one true
wide receiver.
The quarterback, Chris
Smelley, was ranked among
Rivals’ top-10 quarterbacks,
committing to USC over
SEC rival Alabama.
Spurrier said Wednesday
that
Smelley,
Cade
Thompson and Tommy
Beecher would all compete
with Blake Mitchell for
the starting quarterback
position next year.
With the departure of
Na’Shan Goddard and
Jabari Levey, a hole was
left in the offensive line
that Spurrier addressed
immediately.
Joining Anderson will be
four-star offensive linemen
Clarence Bailey, Hutch
Eckerson and Kevin Young.
Three-star linemen Heath
Batchelor
and
Seaver
Brown are also on their way
to Columbia.
On the defensive line,
USC
signed
four-star
defensive tackle Kenrick
Ellis, from Lake Worth,
Fla., and tackle Joel Reaves,
from Milledgeville, Ga.
“He’s maybe the biggest
guy we have signed,”
Spurrier said of Ellis.

Spurrier said at his Signing
Day news conference on
Wednesday. “ We certainly
feel the offensive lineman,
the defensive lineman and
a few players here and
there will help our team
immediately.”
USC’s
2006
class,
totaling 26 commitments,
was ranked at No. 24 by
recruiting Web site Rivals.
com. In all, Spurrier signed
four four-star offensive
linemen and one four-star
defensive lineman. Some,
Spurrier said, will play
immediately, but others will
likely be redshirted.
Among those redshirts
will probably be offensive
lineman Garrett Anderson,
ranked as the Gamecocks’
top recruit by Rivals.com.
Anderson, an Irmo native,
allowed no sacks his senior
season and graded out at 93
percent.
“That’s
very
good,”
Spurrier said of Anderson’s
numbers. “That’s a lot better
than anybody we had, I can
assure you of that.”
Running back Emanuel
Cook, who also played
safety, signed with the
Gamecocks on Wednesday.
USC missed out on fourstar wide receiver Tim
Hawthorne, who singed Comments on this story? E-mail
with Auburn. In all, the gamecocksports@gwm.sc.edu

have to do so without their
leading rebounder and
emotional catalyst, Renaldo
Balkman.
Balkman
suffered
a
sprained left knee in practice
Monday and is listed as
doubtful for the contest
with the Razorbacks.
“After talking with the
doctors and our medical
staff, I am going to be
very careful not to bring

Renaldo back until we
are confident his knee
is completely recovered
and able to withstand the
physical demands of SEC
basketball,” USC coach
Dave Odom said in a
statement. “A final decision
will be made closer to
Saturday’s game time.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocksports@gwm.sc.edu
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To place a line classified ad:

Line classified ad rates:

Additional info:

Phone: 803-777-3888 • Fax: 803-777-6482
E-mail: sholmes@gwm.sc.edu
Office hours: M-F 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Russell House, Rm. 343
www.sa.sc.edu/studentmedia

First insertion: $1.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.25 per line

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options:

DEADLINE:

Box around ad: $1.25

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

Logo insertion available for an additional cost.

Visa, MasterCard and Discover are accepted

Lost

Help Wanted

SPRINT CELL PHONE - Black Lost in
the parking lot of Coker Life Science
Bldg. Please call 808-2701.

Work with Horses- person to work at
professional riding stable in Blythewood.
Job includes cleaning stall, feeding
horses, blanketing and turn-out. 3/hr am
M-F. Experiences absolutely necessary.
Call Susan 803-609-5300.

Apartments
2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS FOR RENT
1/2 blk from USC. Call 318-0800 or
rajaluri@ifmusa.org

Roommates
Seeking 1/rmmte to sublease 1BR in
4BR 4BA College Suites util incld. $440
1ST MO FREE. Call 843-607-3836
M/needs/rmmte 2BR/1BA furn. $335
free Util.1 blk from USC. Call 256-2979.

Housing-Rent
FIVE POINTS---Walk to Starbucks &
USC. Beautiful, renov. bungalow. Clean,
close, cool. 2210 College St. 2BR 1BA
$80. Ready now. 530-9994.
SHANDON AREA: 2BR 1BA duplex,
CH&A, den with hd wd flrs and fenced
backyard. $750/mo+dep. 256-6242
ROOM FOR RENT
1103 Olympia 1BR 1BA util. w/d on
site, shared kitchen $325/mo + deposit.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
113 S. Parker 1BR 1BA minutes to
USC LR eat-in kitchen, frig stove
w/conn water incld. $475/mo..
1915-C Tall Pines
2BR 1BA LR,
CH&A w/d conn, near Midlands Tech &
SE shopping $475/mo
221 Tryon - 1BR 1BA Duplex minutes
to USC $500/mo.

www.welsford.com 748-7755
1227 Barnwell St. -2BR 1BA townhouse
$700/mo. Call 665-2259
2215 Oceola - Large 2BR 1BA. hd
flrs. $595. Call 736-8628.
House - near I-26 3BR 1.5 BA brick
Heat & AC stove ref. dw $725. Lease
appl. Call 238-6916.

Seeking 1/M to sublease in 2BR house
ijust across Gervais St. Bridge. Avail
NOW $340. Call 479-3529.
Rooms for rent 1/2 block from USC.
Call 318-0800 or rajaluri@ifmusa.org.

For Sale
XBOX 360 Premium Console briefly
ued. Comes W/2 conrollers heAdset remote all cables & 3 gmes Perfect condition. Call 843-729-5308.
SUPERBOWL SPECIAL
DIRECTY TV $29.99
Free Installation up to 4 Rooms
155 channels. Same day installment
HBO 9 Showtime 12 Starz Cinemax 25
chan. sports pack.Call 888-827-7111
Ask for James Davis special.
Several Minolta 35mm SLR cameras
w/50 mm lens Maxxum series w/auto focus, 50mm, telephoto lenses and accessories. Reasonably priced for Photography Students. 920-6453.

Parking
Help
Why feed
meters Wanted
and pay parking fines?
For reserved spaces near BA Building &
Nursing School call 318-0800.
Pawn shop seeking PT Sales Associate
Must be honest, hardworking, well
groomed & able to lift heavy objects. Will
work around your school schedule.
Please call Jon at 256-1888. Peoples
Pawn Shop, Inc. 1324 Assembly St.
Downtown Columbia.
LAB TECHNICIAN
A mature, dependable person is desired
to fill a PT position in an aquatic toxicity
laboratory. Applicants must be able to
work a minimum of 15/hrs/wk, Applicants
should have a science background and
must have good reading, writing, communication and mathematical skills.
Send resume to
SESI, 1833 Airport Blvd., Suite D,
West
Columbia,
SC
29172
EOE/M/F/D/V

Health Food Company needs marketing
assistance. Good voice, positive attitude,
cell phone, should have auto or access
to one. Email or fax capability, laptop
with Internet ideal. Flex hrs, PT potential
FT pay. Interest in Health Food a plus!
Call Cliff 318-6773 anytime.
PT position available for sales, merchandising and light office duties. Professional appearance is a must. Apply in
person at Gudmundson & Buyck Jewelers 2931 Devine Street.
General Maintenance helper needed for
Multi-location business. Must be dependable. 12-15/hrs/wk. Call Peter @
929-0881
or
email
Peter@Loganraye.com
Lifeguards wanted in North Myrtle
Beach, SC. No experience! Apply
www.nsbslifeguards.com
PT JOB WITH THE GUARD.
Make $150 to $900/mo. Sign on
bonuses add up to $20,000 and paid
training. Tuition paid up to $4500/yr.
Many positions available. Attend college
full time . Contact SGT Pharis @
667-1251.
SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY
Top Pay- Flex Hours
www.patteproctor.com 238-3838
Customer Service Reps
AM/PM shifts available. Perfect for students. Apply in person at Tripp’s Fine
Cleaners 830 Harden St. In 5PTS.
Golf Shop Assistant/Golf Cart Attendants
Busy 18-hole golf course looking for PT
help. Must be bright, dependable, courteous and have an outgoing personality.
Must be able to work weekends. Contact Chris at 794-8087 for more info
and to set up an interview.
Bartenders wanted up to $250/day .
No experience necessary, training
provided. 800-965-6520.X 253.
Linux/Apache/MySQL/PHP sills needed.
Email resume to jobs@devonium.com
for a flexible hours telecommute position. Two person teams preferred!
Trophy and Awards company looking for
college student to fill PT position, (FT
during the summer months). Must be
neat in appearance, have reliable transportation and motivated to work. No
nights, some Saturdays. Experience preferred but not required, will train right
person. Please apply @
Sports Trophies 4350 St. Andrews Rd
or call 798-8686 for info.
Bookkeeper needed for Vista Business.
Acct/Business std pref. Must be dependable and have knowledge of Quckbooks.
10-12/hrs/wk.
Call
Courtney
at
929-0881 or email resume to
Canderson@loganraye.com

Help Wanted
Child Care
Reliable, enthusiastic babysitter needed
to assist with the care of 2 young boys
with autism. Afternoons 790-8141

Help Wanted
Child Care

Help Wanted
Runners

Business Owner Mom needs bubbly,
outgoing, student to entertain and play
with a 3 1/2 y.o and care for infant while
Mom works from home in the Irmo area.
Flexible hours, but would prefer hours
2-5pm and preferably 5/days/wk. Email
info to ndt2001@aol.com or fax information to 750-0203.

Busy law firm looking for a P/T runner.
Mon, Wed & Friday 8:30-12:30. Please
fax resume & available hours 772-8037.

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS
Local church preschool is hiring for substitute teachers to work with children
ages 6 wks- 6yrs. Hours are for mornings and/or afternoons. We work around
your schedule when you are available.
Individuals must have patience, energy
and a love for children. Experience is required. Please apply at 3200 Trenholm
Road or call 771-1512 for more info.
Afternoon teaching positions available
immediately at Chesterbrook Academy,
a preschool in NE Cola...only 15 min
from USC. A unique opportunity exists
for those students who love working with
children of all ages. Positions are available M-F afternoon, hours vary. For
more info call 699-9988.

Help Wanted
Summer Camps
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors to teach. All land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com

Help Wanted
Restaurants
SATO JAPANESE STEAKHOUSE
Now hiring servers & hostesses. Fun environment flexible schedule. Must be dependable. Apply in person T-S after 5pm
@ 1999 Beltline Blvd. 782-1064.

IHOP NOW HIRING
SERVERS, HOSTESSES /CASHIERS
Will work with school schedule.
No Tip Sharing.
Email arsalco@aol.com or
Apply in person 7719 Two Notch Rd
813 St. Andrews Road

SUBWAY is hiring night shift. Apply
in person at 100 Assembly or 701
Gervais St.
SENATE STREET CAFE - New downtown sandwich shop now hiring all positions. Call Matt 269-5631.
SEEKING PT SERVERS & HOST
Apply in person at Pasta Fresca
3405 Forest Drive between 2 & 5 PM.

Help Wanted
Drivers
VALET ATTENDANTS NEEDED
Must be outgoing and do not mind heavy
running. Please call David @ 479-8077.
$10/hr. average.

Wanted
Guitar/Bass player that can sing. SERIOUS.uscnewrockband@hotmail.com

Tutoring
Services
Experienced graduate Math Tutor is
available to tutor from arithmetic up to
University levels. $20/hr. 803-556-9960

Opportunities
Distributors wanted for hottest new product on the planet. Turn $300 into $4500
in 60 days. Serious inquiries only.
Call 877-645-0383
If I could show you a way to eat and
drink healthier foods and make
money doing it, would you want to
know about it? Call Noble 920-8887.

Work Study
Opportunities
OFFICE ASSISTANT
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Individual to assist in general office activities in the USC School of Medicine
Development/Alumni Office. Computer
and general office procedure experience
a definite plus. Will assist with mailings,
data base manipulation, event planning,
errands and other varied office activities.
Experience with Word and Access desirable; SC driver’s license and good record required. Position located at VA
campus. $8/hr 15-20/hrs/wk.Contact
Susan Greer @ 733-3221.

Travel
Spring Break Panama City From $199!
Beachfront Rooms at Boardwalk, Holiday Inn! Free Party Package, Food at
MTVu Party Tent! Bahamas Cruise
$299, Daytona $179, Cancun, Acapulco,
Nassau $499! SpringBreakTravel.com
800-678-6386.
YTB TRAVEL AGENT
Book Flight*Hotel*Crusies
www.ucanTravelHotelTour.com
Spring Break @ Edisto Beach Condo
w/Jacuzzi-Sleeps 6-$600 OBO 898-4301
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $299! Includes Meals,
Taxes, Entry to Exclusive MTVu Events,
Beach Parties With Celebrities
As seen on Real World, Road Rules!
On Campus Reps Needed!
Promo Code: 32
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

www.
dailygamecock
.com

